
PREFACE 

These notes originated from a series of lectures I delivered at the 

Centre for l'1ai:.hema·tical .Analysis at Can.berra a ~rhe purpose of the lectures 

V'Jas ·t:o int.roduce mat:hematicia.ns familiar with t.:.he basic not.ions and result.s 

of linear {~lliptic par·ti.al differential equations a.nd Riernannian qt~ometry 

I sel.ec·ted somE.: topics ~:o ·the 

of I 

a.ll tJJ.a t~ 

I bt?.:lieve a 

the subj a fair 

Aft.<: r presen-t: useful 

a_lrnost. 

rna.:nifo:.Ld.:::1 a.ncJ. some~ prope:c·ties of 

coord.inat.e::;,. 

oriqinat:e(l -E:rorn we present. hea.t: 

t.o cJbtain a.n.d u .. ni.queneE3S p.rope.ct.ies of 

b.armonic maps curve6 rnan.ifolds 

prese~ntc-;d by Hartman [Ht],. von ·vva.hl [VW] 1 and Jost: [JA] ~ 

In chap·ter 4? T~ve prove t.he exis·tence (due to Hildebrandt-.Kau1-Widman 

[HK11!3]) an.d uniqtleness (dv,e t:.o 

.im.ag-e coJ.Yta.ined J.n a strictly convex ba.l.lf which solve a Dirichle·t p:coblern, 

The a~priori estirnates based on the work of HildelJrandt.·-VJidman [HW2] wi11 

be simplif.ied by using the results of chapter 2. In chapter 5, we finally 

are concerned with harmonic maps between surfaces. We prove the existence 



result of Lemaire ([Ll], [L2]) and Sacks-Uhlenbeck [SkU], as well as a 

result of Jost [J7] and Brezis-Coron [BC2] yielding the existence 

of two homotopically distinct solutions for nonconstant Dirichlet boundary 

data in s2 We then turn to the question of the existence of harmonic 

diffeomorphisms, proving the results of Jost {J3] and Jost-Schoen [JS]. They 

are based on the deep estimates of E. Heinz [Hz5] for the Jacobian of 

univalent harmonic maps from below. These estimates, however, will not be 

proved in the present notes. We refer to [JKl] instead. Moreover, we show 

how a simple variational procedure can produce conformal diffeomorphisms. 

between spheres as well as a version of the Riemann mapping theorem. For 

more details on harmonic mappings between surfaces, we refer to the author's 

notes [J8] • 
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